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16 of 18 review helpful This is the best book I have ever read By A I have always thought that my professors were 
insightful or even brilliant but this book has left me utterly dissatisfied with the education I have received over the past 
four years at university Burns reads Shakespeare with an acuity that I did not know could be applied to any text He 
makes the most compelling cases for Shakespeare s intents Shakespeare s Political Wisdom offers interpretations of 
five Shakespearean plays with a view to the enduring guidance those plays can provide to human political life The 
plays have been chosen for their relentless attention to the questions that were once and may sometime become or be 
recognized as being the heart and soul of politics Burns has written an illuminating study displaying an acute and 
informed intelligence John Alvis Professor of English The University of Dallas USA In his powerful treatment of five 
of Shakespeare s greatest works Tim Burns lays out with a remarkable 
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